NOTIFICATION

Ref. ADR-5/BUITEMS-/2018/. The BUITEMS Syndicate, in its 30th meeting held on 13-2-2018 approved the following Research Publication Policy of the University :-

Objectives

1. To promote research culture in the university,
2. To ensure higher ranking among universities for BUITEMS through quality publications.

Main Features of the Publication Policy

1. Research journal publication shall be mandatory for Assistant Professors, Associate Professors and Professors.
2. Associate Professors and Professors shall publish minimum of two papers while Assistant Professors shall publish one paper on yearly basis.
3. The acceptable range of Journals shall include HEC recognized journals, ISI indexed, and JCR listed journals
4. Only one faculty member among the authors shall be allowed to claim the authorship.
5. The concerned Deans/Chairpersons shall be responsible for arranging trainings on research methods/methodologies for the Lecturers at faculty/departmental level.
6. The concerned Deans/Chairpersons shall ensure that the Lecturers are included as members in the relevant research team at department level and thus be part of the publications of that group as co-authors.
7. Explanations shall be sought from those faculty members unable to comply with the Research Publication Policy.
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8. Research Publication Policy shall be made part of the BUITEMS Research policy.
9. The policy shall come in place from March 2018.

2. The BUITEMS Syndicate further approved that implementation of the said policy shall be on annual (calendar year) basis, and proper documentation of the same be made covering its implementation/mechanism.

Distribution:
1. Executive Secretary to Vice Chancellor, BUITEMS.
2. Director Finance, BUITEMS
3. Controller of Examinations, BUITEMS
4. All Deans, BUITEMS.
5. Additional Registrar (HRM & Academics), BUITEMS
6. Additional Registrar (Admin & Coord.), BUITEMS
7. All Faculty Coordinators, BUITEMS
8. All Directors, BUITEMS
9. Internal Auditor, BUITEMS
10. Relevant File.